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Formula 1Tm equipment travels by sea, land and air. a complete paddock fills the cargo holds of five
jumbo jets. Every Formula 1Tm team transports roughly 30 tons to each overseas race. For the European 
races, this figure rises to between 35 and 40 tons. The teams are completely self-sufficient – they bring 
their own water bottles, refrigerators, cabling and even their own power generators.

World champions in travel

Kilometers traveled per team per year: approx. 160,000
Total race kilometers for all 19 Grands Prix in 2013: 5,790

Last minute delivery

Some new parts, such as a front wing or underbody, arrive at
the track at the very last minute for qualifying. Using express
flights, deliveries can be made within 24 hours. An on-board
courier accompanies urgent deliveries throughout the entire
trip, smoothing their path through customs and arranging
their transfer by helicopter direct to the paddock.

Principle of rotation

For the overseas races, the teams have three to four identical
sets of 40ft sea containers. These are shipped around the world
on a rotational basis. They contain all the heavy and interchan-
geable items of equipment.

Caution, risk of fire!

Transport of the fuel required for each race includes 2,500 liters 
of motor fuel, 140 liters of engine oil, 40 liters of gear oil and  
90 liters of engine coolants. The fuel is transported in special 
fireproof canisters with capacities of between 50 and 200 liters. 
While in transit, the fuel has to be protected from extreme  
temperatures such as the heat of Malaysia and the cold of the 
North Atlantic.

How the cars travel

Before the Formula 1TM cars themselves are transported, the
front and rear wings, steering wheels, rear view mirrors and
sidepods are removed. The bottom and the sides of the car
are encased in wooden panels, while at the rear, a bumper
protects the gearbox. At the other end, a specially designed
cover safeguards the steering and the front of the chassis.
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The largest part

Monocoque of the F1TM car (carbon fibre up to 60 layers  
in thickness).

The smallest part

Screw with a diameter of 1.5mm.

What DHL does

DHL handles a wide range of transport duties for Formula 1TM,
including the overseas transportation of racing cars, engines,
tyres, spare parts and general team equipment. In addition,
DHL carries the TV equipment, the special fuel for the races
and material that goes into the construction of the Formula 1
Paddock ClubTM VIP hospitality. The transportation of these
over 400 tons of material requires up to 100 trucks and,  
of course, the use of aircraft for the overseas races.
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graND PriX and related marks are trade marks of Formula one Licensing BV,  
a Formula one group company. Licensed by Formula one World championship 
Limited. all rights reserved.

The Formula 1TM logistics calendar

Formula 1TM logistics is a full-time job for almost 365 days
of the year. The basic planning continues until late January.
Soon thereafter, the teams dispatch their first sea freight
containers to the venue where the season opener is to be
staged. For DHL, a Grand Prix weekend starts nine days
before the actual race. This is when the teams take receipt
of their consignments. And as soon as the chequered flag
comes down, the pit crews immediately start dismantling
the garages, working through the night from Sunday to
Monday on packing everything up. By Tuesday, most of the
equipment will have arrived back at the factory or at the
next circuit.
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